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Key valuation metrics  

Year to September 30 (Rs m) Net sales yoy chg (%) Net profit EPS (Rs) yoy chg (%) PER (x) EV/E (x) 
2007 28,232 15.7 58 0.7 NM 222.7 13.9 
2008 27,661 (2.0) (131) (1.5) NM NM 16.0 
2009 26,617 (3.8) 645 7.4 NM 21.8 7.4 
2010E 31,676 19.0 1,544 17.7 139.2 9.5 5.3 
2011E 36,080 13.9 1,704 19.5 10.4 8.6 4.4 
2012E 41,302 14.5 2,102 24.1 23.4 7.0 3.4 
 

Highlights of Q2FY10 results 

 Escorts Q2FY10 results have been ahead of estimates led by better than expected performance across business 
segments.  

 Escorts net sales for the quarter were up 37%yoy to Rs6.8bn (we saw Rs6.4bn) led by an all round performance across 
all its business units. Topline growth was driven primarily by a 41%yoy growth by the agri-machinery division to 
Rs5.9bn. Tractor sales for the quarter were up 51%yoy at 14,584 units (up 7%qoq). The railway equipment business 
grew 6%yoy to Rs518mn (up 5%qoq). The ancillary business grew 56%yoy to Rs315mn (up 33%qoq).   

 Led by a robust topline growth, margins for the quarter increased 280bps yoy to 9.8% (up 80bps qoq) – we saw 
margins at 9.4%. Absolute EBIDTA for the quarter was up 84%yoy to Rs661mn (and up 22%qoq).    

 Escorts earned a net interest income during the quarter of Rs9mn (interest cost of Rs124mn in Q2FY09 and Rs68mn in 
Q1FY10) on account of benefits accrued from its channel financing initiatives for dealers resulting in substantial cost 
savings.  

 As a result, adjusted for the Rs29mn exceptional charge (provision made for debtors > 6 months), Escorts Q2FY10 PAT 
was up 86%qoq to Rs435mn (significantly up from the Rs78mn in Q2FY09). 
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Other highlights 

 ICRA has upgraded the rating assigned to the Rs.4.8bn bank facilities of Escorts from LBB+/ A4+ to LBBB-/ A3. The 
long term rating has been assigned a “Stable” outlook. The sharp improvement in earnings over the last few quarters, 
healthy cash flows and a substantially reduced debt burden would likely have prompted a rating upgrade. 

 The Company has purchased the entire securities held by DAMFII Construction Equipment Holdings Limited 
(DARBY) in Escorts Construction Equipment Limited (ECEL), for a total consideration of ~ Rs 1.3bn (including 
accrued interest) on 15th April, 2010. DARBY had a mezannine debt of about Rs750mn due in 2011 on maturity of 
which DARBY would have been entitled for a stake in ECEL. This debt was taken when Escorts balance sheet was 
stretched (on account of the significant fund infusion for running businesses like telecom, hospitality etc) and hence 
enjoyed an IRR of ~20%. Given an extremely robust outlook for ECEL, Escorts management reached an agreement 
with DARBY and has now repaid their debt by taking a fresh loan of the same amount (average cost at 12%) thereby 
retaining complete control of ECEL.  

 With the expiry of the non-compete clause with its erstwhile partner JCB, Escorts has begun to sell back hoe loaders in 
the Indian market. It has already sold about 32units of the equipment which have been very well received in the 
domestic market. New product launches is expected to substantially boost ECEL’s earnings going forward. 

Outlook 

Escorts transformation is clearly evident in the robust operational performance that the company has been delivering 
over the last few quarters. Performance of tractor business has improved considerably over the last few quarters (EBIT of 
Rs557mn in Q2FY10 Vs Rs192mn in Q1FY09). Also with a much improved economic outlook and new model launches, 
momentum should sustain in the construction equipment as well as the most profitable railway equipment division. The 
reduced debt burden would also substantially aid earnings growth going forward. With renewed management focus, 
adequate capacity in place, immense growth potential across businesses, cost-cutting efforts and reduced interest burden, 
Escorts is expected to witness a sharp delta swing in earnings (estimated EPS at Rs24.1 for FY12 against Rs7.4 for FY09). 
Maintain Outperformer with a price target of Rs195. 

Robust operational performance ….  
 

 

…. driven by the agri-machinery division 
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Quarterly results 

 Q2FY09 Q3FY09 Q4FY09 FY09 Q1FY10 Q2FY10 Comments 
Net Sales 4,917 5,834 6,113 21,881 6,061 6,756 Topline growth boosted by  
       robust performance 
       across business segments 
  yoy change (%) (7.5) 7.5 12.1 6.7 20.8 37.4  
Operating profit 359 632 770 2,061 541 661  
  yoy change (%) (21.8) 54.6 204.2 35.2 82.8 84.0 
Other income 41 1 19 15 0 0 
Interest  124 99 129 516 68 (9) Net interest income due to  
  channel financing gains  
Depreciation 119 119 128 492 119 124 
PBT 157 414 532 1,113 355 546 
Tax  79 192 -68 213 121 111 
Net Profit before extra ordinary items 78 223 600 899 234 435 
  yoy change (%) (19.2) 139.3 NM 657 NM 456.4 
Extraordinary items & Forex loss (gain) 20 0 0 0 0 20 
Net profit 58 223 600 899 234 415 
  yoy change (%) (40.5) 137.6 471.3 657 NM 617.6 
Cash profit 197 342 729 1,391 353 559 
OPM (%) 7.3 10.8 12.6 9.4 8.9 9.8 Robust volume offtake aids  
  margin expansion 
NPM (%) 1.6 3.8 9.8 4.1 3.9 6.4 
Other income/PBT (%) 26.0 0.1 3.5 1.4 0.0 0.0 
EPS (Rs) 0.9 2.5 6.6 9.9 2.5 4.6 
Cash EPS (Rs) 2.2 3.8 8.0 15.3 3.7 5.9 
Outstanding shares (m) 90.7 90.7 90.7 90.7 94.3 94.3 
PER (x)    17.6   
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Analyst  Sector/Industry/Coverage E-mail Tel. +91-22-6622 2600 
Pathik Gandotra Head of Research; Financials, Strategy pathik@idfcsski.com 91-22-662 22525 
Shirish Rane Construction, Power, Cement shirish@idfcsski.com 91-22-662 22575 
Nikhil Vora FMCG, Media, Mid Caps, Education, Exchanges nikhilvora@idfcsski.com 91-22-662 22567 
Ramnath S Automobiles, Auto ancillaries, Real Estate, Oil & Gas ramnaths@idfcsski.com 91-22-662 22570 
Nitin Agarwal Pharmaceuticals nitinagarwal@idfcsski.com 91-22-662 22568 
Chirag Shah Metals & Mining,Telecom, Pipes, Textiles chirag@idfcsski.com 91-22-662 22564 
Bhoomika Nair Logistics, Engineering bhoomika@idfcsski.com 91-22-662 22561 
Hitesh Shah, CFA IT Services hitesh.shah@idfcsski.com 91-22-662 22565 
Bhushan Gajaria Retailing, FMCG, Media, Mid Caps bhushangajaria@idfcsski.com 91-22-662 22562 
Salil Desai Construction, Power, Cement salil@idfcsski.com 91-22-662 22573 
Ashish Shah Construction, Power, Cement ashishshah@idfcsski.com 91-22-662 22560 
Probal Sen Oil & Gas probal@idfcsski.com 91-22-662 22569 
Chinmaya Garg Financials chinmaya@idfcsski.com 91-22-662 22563 
Aniket Mhatre Automobiles, Auto ancillaries aniket@idfcsski.com 91-22-662 22559 
Abhishek Gupta Telecom abhishek.gupta@idfcsski.com 91-22-662 22661 
Ritesh Shah Pharmaceuticals, IT Services riteshshah@idfcsski.com 91-22-662 22571 
Saumil Mehta Metals, Pipes saumil.mehta@idfcsski.com 91-22-662 22578 
Vineet Chandak Real Estate vineet.chandak@idfcsski.com 91-22-662 22579 
Kavita Kejriwal Strategy, Financials kavita.kejriwal@idfcsski.com 91-22-662 22558 
Swati Nangalia Mid Caps, Media, Exchanges swati@idfcsski.com 91-22-662 22576 
Sameer Bhise Strategy, Financials sameer@idfcsski.com 91-22-662 22574 
Nikhil Salvi Construction, Power, Cement nikhil.salvi@idfcsski.com 91-22-662 22566 
Shweta Dewan Mid Caps, Education, FMCG shweta.dewan@idfcsski.com 91-22-662 22577 
Dharmendra Sahu Database Analyst dharmendra@idfcsski.com 91-22-662 22580 
Rupesh Sonawale Database Analyst rupesh@idfcsski.com 91-22-662 22572 
Dharmesh Bhatt Technical Analyst dharmesh@idfcsski.com 91-22-662 22534   

Equity Sales/Dealing Designation E-mail Tel. +91-22-6622 2500 
Naishadh Paleja MD, CEO naishadh@idfcsski.com 91-22-6622 2522 
Paresh Shah MD, Dealing paresh@idfcsski.com 91-22-6622 2508 
Vishal Purohit MD, Sales vishal@idfcsski.com 91-22-6622 2533 
Nikhil Gholani MD, Sales nikhil@idfcsski.com 91-22-6622 2529 
Sanjay Panicker Director, Sales sanjay@idfcsski.com 91-22-6622 2530 
V Navin Roy Director, Sales navin@idfcsski.com 91-22-6622 2528 
Nirbhay Singh SVP, Sales nirbhay.singh@idfcsski.com 91-22-6622 2595 
Suchit Sehgal AVP, Sales suchit@idfcsski.com 91-22-6622 2532 
Pawan Sharma MD, Derivatives pawan.sharma@idfcsski.com 91-22-6622 2539 
Jignesh Shah AVP, Derivatives jignesh@idfcsski.com 91-22-6622 2536 
Sunil Pandit Director, Sales trading suniil@idfcsski.com 91-22-6622 2524 
Mukesh Chaturvedi SVP, Sales trading mukesh@idfcsski.com 91-22-6622 2512 
Viren Sompura VP, Sales trading viren@idfcsski.com 91-22-6622 2527 
Rajashekhar Hiremath VP, Sales trading rajashekhar@idfcsski.com 91-22-6622 2516 
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This document has been prepared by IDFC-SSKI Securities Ltd (IDFC-SSKI). IDFC-SSKI and its subsidiaries and associated companies are a full-service, integrated investment 
banking, investment management and brokerage group. Our research analysts and sales persons provide important input into our investment banking activities. 
This document does not constitute an offer or solicitation for the purchase or sale of any financial instrument or as an official confirmation of any transaction. 
The information contained herein is from publicly available data or other sources believed to be reliable. While we would endeavor to update the information herein on 
reasonable basis, IDFC-SSKI, its subsidiaries and associated companies, their directors and employees (“IDFC-SSKI and affiliates”) are under no obligation to update or keep the 
information current. Also, there may be regulatory, compliance, or other reasons that may prevent IDFC-SSKI and affiliates from doing so. We do not represent that information 
contained herein is accurate or complete and it should not be relied upon as such. This document is prepared for assistance only and is not intended to be and must not alone be 
taken as the basis for an investment decision. The user assumes the entire risk of any use made of this information. Each recipient of this document should make such 
investigations as it deems necessary to arrive at an independent evaluation of an investment in the securities of companies referred to in this document (including the merits and 
risks involved). The investment discussed or views expressed may not be suitable for all investors. 
Affiliates of IDFC-SSKI may have issued other reports that are inconsistent with and reach different conclusions from, the information presented in this report. 
This report is not directed or intended for distribution to, or use by, any person or entity who is a citizen or resident of or located in any locality, state, country or other 
jurisdiction, where such distribution, publication, availability or use would be contrary to law, regulation or which would subject IDFC-SSKI and affiliates to any registration or 
licensing requirement within such jurisdiction. The securities described herein may or may not be eligible for sale in all jurisdictions or to a certain category of investors. Persons 
in whose possession this document may come are required to inform themselves of, and to observe, such applicable restrictions. 
Reports based on technical analysis centers on studying charts of a stock's price movement and trading volume, as opposed to focusing on a company's fundamentals and, as such, 
may not match with a report on a company's fundamentals. 
IDFC-SSKI and its affiliates may have used the information set forth herein before publication and may have positions in, may from time to time purchase or sell, or may be 
materially interested in any of the securities mentioned or related securities. IDFC-SSKI and its affiliates may from time to time solicit from, or perform investment banking, or 
other services for, any company mentioned herein. Without limiting any of the foregoing, in no event shall IDFC-SSKI, any of its affiliates or any third party involved in, or 
related to, computing or compiling the information have any liability for any damages of any kind. Any comments or statements made herein are those of the analyst and do not 
necessarily reflect those of IDFC-SSKI and its affiliates. 
This document is subject to changes without prior notice and is intended only for the person or entity to which it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or privileged 
material and is not for any type of circulation. Any review, retransmission, or any other use is prohibited. 
Though disseminated to all the customers simultaneously, not all customers may receive this report at the same time. IDFC-SSKI will not treat recipients as customers by virtue 
of their receiving this report. 

Explanation of Ratings: 
1.  Outperformer:       More than 5% to Index  
2.  Neutral:                Within 0-5% to Index 
3. Underperformer:    Less than 5% to Index 
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4. IDFC - SSKI and its affiliates, their directors and employees may from time to time have positions or options in the company and buy or sell the securities of the 
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